=doc=zdoc=ale100==20==Host Jafo says:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode #8
==Week # 3
==Mission: "Quiet Moments"
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==20Upon reaching the Jardo System, Dr. Mruil has commenced testing of his =quantum fissure torpedoes. The first test was a success until CTO Lu =suggested a moving test drone resulted in a missed target.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=The torpedo then aimed itself at a nearby Breen vessel, =which evaded the torpedo’s attack software thus sending it into =the Jardo system’s binary suns.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=A violent explosion generated an energy belt that shot =across the system taking with it the Apache’s crew. The =detonation of the torpedo also caused the binary suns of the Jardo system to go =supernova, destroying everything in the system, including the Breen ship =and the USS Apache.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=Apache’s crew regained consciousness on a navy tug =in the middle of WW II. The date is January 4, 1945 and the ship ... the =USS Apache.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 3 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks at the engine and then at an Engineer picking up the blue =prints and mapping them by finger marveling at how such a crude system =worked in such a crude age ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::at the radio working incoming and outgoing communiqué::  Self:  =Well, this is kind of the same...  ::grins and shakes his head::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::enters sickbay::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::at the power plant, examining surroundings::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks up and sees Evans:: CIV: Hello, can I help you?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::at helm, steering the boat::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::leaves his bunk and heads to the bridge::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::stands on the bridge looking out at the ocean... =listening to the sounds from the radio::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::sitting on bunk sneezing:: self: oh great just what I needed a common =cold
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CMO: Janet, can you help me I feel a little green persay.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::enters the bridge::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: scratches his pant leg dropping one edge of his blue print and =catching it on its way down ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at the clock::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: scratches his pant leg dropping one edge of his blue print and =catching it on its way down ::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks around the infirmary for something to help Evans::  CIV:  I have =some anti-nausea medication.  ::hands him some pills and water.:: CIV: =hope that helps
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::wanders on to the bridge to check in::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO:  Mister Storal, may I have a word with you privately?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=<Teddy> CNS: I'll ask you again, how long will we be on this, this =wreck? This sea air as you call it is no good for me. ::grumbles and =rubs his fur::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::looks up and down at the power core, wondering if it can help bring =them back::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Looks quizzically::  CMO: Actually Janet, if you could walk with me =for a moment?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Self: Wish I had a tricorder...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Yes Sir
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at the clock::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: Sir, how far till Luzon?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods and has the biggest smile on his face as he walks out and to the =bridge ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=OPS:  What's coming through over the radio?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=Teddy: I don’t know… :: gets up to leave the cabin:: Just stay =here out of sight and keep quiet! ::leaves cabin::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO:  Join me at the helm...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: Morning Sir ... isn't it a.... ::pauses:: ...lovely day?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Walks over to helm and stands next to the FCO:: FCO: Sir?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: rolls up the blue prints and puts them under his arm as he wipes the =grease on his uniform ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  The task force will arrive in approximately 40 minutes Captain.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=XO:  Considering what we are heading into?... One could say =that.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CIV:  Sure, I can do that.  ::begins to walk with CIV::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=<Teddy> CNS: Oh wonderful just leave me again
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::hears the FCO:: ::Self better get those AAA up and ready::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=FCO:  Thank you, Commander.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::listening::  CO:  Mainly chatter, some Japanese encrypted messages as =well... I am working to try to decrypt them but... ::whispers:: I don't =know any Japanese...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO:  Ky, we have to figure out how we got here and how to get back =without altering the past.  Any idea on what may have happened to us?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: any thoughts as to how exactly we got here?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::walks out to the deck and stares at the ocean::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::sneezes:: self: I thought sea air was supposed to be good for you? =::heads to sickbay::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: approaches the Captain and gives her a naval salute :: CO: Sir!
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::walks up beside Evans:: CIV:  Is something wrong, David?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CMO: Janet, what do I owe you from our bet?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=XO:  No, Science is supposed to be working on that.  =Something with the energy ribbon is all I know.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Toros manages to slop a bit of grease off his hand =and onto the CO's khakis as he salutes.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: No not at the moment, Jon is looking at the power plant to see if =he can find any answers there. But my concern is that we may alter the =past with out knowing it.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks to the deck::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Self: Hmm ... electric-diesel... ::sigh:: I have no idea...
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=::walks onto the bridge and looks around briefly before =going to the plotting table ... looks at the CO and FCO oddly::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::nods:: CEO: Working hard I see?...::grins::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::starts walking around, thinking:: Self: Let's see...quantum fissure =torpedo makes a subspace rift...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::returns the CEO's salute:: CEO:  Yes, Lt?  ::glances down =at the grease spot::  how is it going down there?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO:  I think it's got something to do with the quantum flux that caused =the supernova, but how it relates I have had little time to think about. = Keep me posted.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::enters sickbay notices Janet is there with CIV:: CMO/CIV: Morning =::sneezes::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Crewman> SO: What's that, sir? ::stops his work and turns =towards him::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CIV:  Well, I don't remember, to tell you the truth.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::takes her post and begins going over reports::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::gets on the er phone and cranks it :; OPS: Rikus, Could you meet me on =the deck?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::whispers:: FCO: agreed, you’ll know as soon as I do Sir
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: eyes go wide at the grease on the Captain's pants and slowly being =distracted to the XO :: XO: Of Course, Sir.  CO: She's a fine ship Captain, I did =extensive research aboard the Apache back home on the ATF design.  Quite =Intriguing, but to be able to work with it on hand, is a marvelous =opportunity.
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CMO: I see, perhaps you are an illusion too
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::looks up from his thinking:: Crewman: What's what?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO:  Thanks … as you were.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=::looks at the Chief Engineer ... 'Apache back home'?::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::reaches for his comm badge and stops, grabbing the phone::  *CTO*:  On =my way, sir...  ::stands and lets another Comm Op take over::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Walks back to station::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Crewman> SO: You needed something sir? You had said =something?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::wonders if she is really in sickbay as CMO and CIV seem lost in =conversation::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Looks out to the sea::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks to the munitions room and grabs a large case of ammunition::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::watching OTHBS Radar and steering the tug in formation with the battle =group::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Word comes in that the first wave of the invasion =on Luzon has commenced.  Apache is part of the second wave.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CIV:  I believe it is pepperoni pizza and a tennis match, if I'm not =mistaken.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Crewman: Err...no, no....just thinking of some...science-fiction =novel... I was reading...
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::watches the waves roll against the ship::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::walks out to CTO and salutes::  CTO:  Sir, Lieutenant Junior Grade =Rikus Drathlai reporting as ordered, sir.. ::grins::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CMO: Is there a problem?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::sets the large case down:: ::salutes::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Crewman: Actually...could you refresh my memory on how this =electric-diesel plant works?
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Crewman> ::nods:: SO: Aye sir ... ::goes back to his =duties shaking his head about goofy officers::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::notices the Yeoman's glance and gives Toros a warning =look::  CEO: So no problems to report?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<PO_Rogers> CO:  Sir, first wave has commenced... we are to partake in =the second...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: Rikus, I’m going to show you how to operate a AAA.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::sees CNS going into sickbay:: CNS: Calgary, we're up here on deck!
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Crewman> ::stops and turns back:: SO: Sir? You want *ME* =to tell *YOU* how the engines work?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=CMO: Good, but I wasn't sure if you remembered.  I want to know what you =think of our situation since I have no one else I think I can trust
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::smiles::  CTO:  No need, sir... I've done it before...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::heads over to the CSO:: CSO: How are we doing? Any word yet on how to =get back to our own time?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::picks up the large case of ammo and carries it to one of the =batteries::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=Rogers:  Very well, relay to command that the Apache stands =ready.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: notices the Yeoman and the Captain's Glance nodding :: CO: None so =far Captain. SO: Excuse me, Mister!
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Crewman: Err...yes...it's a sort of...test...
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::follows CTO::  CTO:  What will I be?  Fuse setter, gunner, loader?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::smiles:: OPS: That’s good then, because, if those zero's come =down you better get some.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=FCO:  Be prepared to take us in with the second wave.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods at the Captain and the XO and walks off towards Yeoman Mruil ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::laughs lightly::  CTO:  Yes, that would be the point...  but I still =don't want to kill any of the "Japs"... ::sighs::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Positioning now, Sir.  Ready on your orders.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::oh my head, I'm sure it's not mine:: CMO: oh ::walks out to join =them:: Sorry bit disorientated, I can't stop sneezing. :;sneezes::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: None I’m afraid, sir. :; whispers:; a tricorder would help.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks grimly at the CIV::  We're in a tough situation, David.  I don't =know what to do.  If someone should get really hurt here . . . ::lets =the thought die ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: Gunner. You’re going to have some of the crewman to help =you.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=XO:  Order all hands to battle stations, we will be going =in with the second wave.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::grins:: CSO: I with you...I'm still wishing for IDF...::places a hand =on her stomach::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: notices the Yeoman and the Captain's Glance nodding :: CO: None so =far Captain.=20
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::nods::  CTO:  Yes sir, ::sighs again::  Well unfortunately this'll be =the real thing...
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Crewman> SO: Aye sir ... well ... this here is the main =turbine which pumps diesel fuel ... ::explains the workings of a diesel =engine::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::nods to the CO and instinctively hits her chest looking for a =combadge::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=CEO:  Excellent, Lt, keep up the good work.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO/XO:  Sirs, Our eagles are airborne over us, and there is a lot of air =traffic over Luzon itself.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=::goes back to the plotting table and shrugs::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS:  Well, you've got a common cold, easy to diagnose.  Why don't you =go into the infirmary, and I'll be there in a minute, okay?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods at the Captain and looks off at the Yeoman walking in his =direction :: Yeoman: Mister Mruil, if I may have a moment of your time?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: Uh Rikus, better wear a flak jacket, I know its crude but, I don't =think Cal would like you full of holes.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::nods and listens attentively::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=20CMO:  That's not what I mean.  Don't you think it odd that in 1944 no =one seems to care that a woman commands the ship even though that =doesn't come into to practice for decades?  Or that a civilian has the =run of the ship in a wartime situation?
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=:;nods:: CEO: Certainly, sir ... ::walks off with him:: =What can I do for you?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::nods::  CTO:  Well, I guess so... and a metal hat as well?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::nods his head::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=Yeoman: My memory seems to fade at this point, and it appears it's =slipped my memory as to your function aboard the Apache.  Could you =refresh my memory?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::her hand goes thud against her chest and she looks around for the =shipwide comm:: ALL: All Hands to battle stations! Apache will be heading in on the =second wave...repeat...all hands to battle stations...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=FCO:  Understood.     OPS:  Contact the gunners... tell =them to be prepared for possible air attack.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Crewman: that's pretty good. I think you'll make a good officer someday.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::notices CIV's concerned expression:: CMO: Thanks ::hesitates Janet or =Doctor:: I will … um ... sir ::heads back to the infirmary::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=::looks at the CEO confused;: CEO: Sir? I am the Captain's =Yeoman.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::strolls off to grab a machinegun for another section::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  General Quarters, sir?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CIV:  Maybe they're not seeing the captain as a woman.  Maybe something =else is happening besides a time shift.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<PO_Rogers>  ::picks up phone::  *CTO/OPS*:  Sirs, prepare the guns... =we are headed into the thick a' it!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods understandingly and hears the sirens :: Yeoman: Then what are =you doing talking to me then? Get to work Yeoman! :: runs off towards a =ladder and hits the bottom engineering deck ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::walks off leaving the crewman to his duties::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: General Quarters is sounded throughout the ship ...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::notices crewman running about:: self: something must be going on? =::decides to head for the bridge::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: :: whispers:: I believe that the AM/MA reacted with the energy cord. Normally we would have just had a power drain, which =inevitably ends up in a core breach, but the Cord acted as a conduit =enabling us to survive... albeit into a time warp.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Crewman> ::nods at the SO and goes back to his duties::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::opens the locked closet and takes out a machine gun:: ::puts on a flak =jacket and a helmet and takes a .45 ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Helm is answering smartly, sir.
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Hears alarm  :: CMO: perhaps another time we can talk.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=::wonders if the CEO recently hit his head ... runs off to =his battle station on the bridge::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: goes and double checks all the engines with the engineering crew and =watches them mostly as they work through their routine ::=20
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::hiding under stairwell ::<Teddy>: CNS: Cal?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Starts to head for quarters::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::walks over to a position near the bridge and plants the machinegun in =a tripod::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::hearing alarm:: CIV:  I suppose you're right, I need to get to the =infirmary.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=::begins handing out helmets and flack jackets to the =bridge crew::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::hears alarm and heads off to battle station::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CSO: Intriguing.....
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::heads for infirmary::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: takes the helmet and flak jacket and puts them on::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::looks around, great now I'm hearing things:: ::sees Teddy under stair =well:: Teddy: what are you doing here? ::hears alarm::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS:  We have heavy air traffic over Luzon...send that to the gunners =with compliments from the bridge...
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=20::grabs the crude armor and helmet::  Self:  Well, here goes... and I =had to wonder what this was like...  Sky:  And whatever god is listening =to me?  Don't let anything happen to, Cal, please...  ::shakes head and =gets in chair::  Crew:  Lets get this thing prepped, got a lot of guys to =shoot at...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=Crewman: Supply this position with 4 cases of ammo.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: A zero appears low on the horizon buzzing the task =force ... likely a scout.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::prepares for battle::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::Walks over to Rikus:: ::whispers we have to let one pass::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Shelling can be heard in the distance over the =horizon.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Sir...Incoming...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: grabs the horn and shouts into it :: Bridge: Engineering Reports =Ready!
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::grabs Teddy and shoves him under her jacket and heads back to the =infirmary:: <Teddy> ::grumbles:: not so rough
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<PO_Rogers>  ::picks up phone again::  *CTO/OPS*:  Sirs, there is heavy =air traffic over Luzon, keep us clear and your eyes pealed...  and you =have complements of the bridge...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::runs over to the light machinegun::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::cocks the machinegun::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::sons of B----...::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::Takes the flack jacket and helmet... and begins putting =them on:: Yeoman:  Make sure the crew below are prepared for the attack.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=Yells: Keep your eyes peeled.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::enters infirmary:: CMO: What can I do to help? ::throws Teddy in a =linen pursy::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::begins searching the sky with the 20mm, looking for red dots on the =wings::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Action reports begin coming in on the first wave =... they're taking heavy damage.  Multiple ships are floundering in the =channel damaged from kamikaze attacks.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::picks up the phone, and cranks it::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::takes her post next to the CO … whispers to her:: CO: Shields would =be nice right about now....
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=<Teddy> CNS: Cal what's wrong with you?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=:;puts on flak jacket and helmet::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: gets his wrench and waits watching the engines pump ::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=::nods at the CO and runs off to check below decks::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=Teddy: Be quiet!!!!!!!!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Sir...We have incoming enemy aircraft...it's likely a scout, it's =alone...do we fire?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::acts lost as he is heading for his quarters looking for signs this is =an illusion::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=FCO:  Evasive maneuvers as best as possible.  CTO:  Be =ready on the defense.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::Mr. Evans could you man a gun battery?::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: The scout plane passes well beyond the Apache's =range and circles around the task force...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::is grateful for CNS coming along to help:: CNS:  First let me give you =something for that cold.  ::hands her a decongestant and some water::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::whispers back:: XO:  I'm with you.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Aye, sir. =20
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks for any fighters::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO:  Luck of the gods, my friend, keep safe...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::sees a fighter and aims::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::tries to recall the history texts he read::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=OPS: Aye.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS:  Now we need to get this infirmary ready for casualties, which I =have no idea how to treat!  Can you help me with that?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::accepts the medication from Janet:: CMO: Thank you ::sneezes:: I hope =this works quickly
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=FCO:  I think we need to watch and wait, Commander.  We'll =be in the battle soon enough.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: The big diesels churn away in the engineering =spaces filling the air with smoke and oil ...
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::breathes heavily gazing upwards::  Self:  Locking on targeting devices =::looks through the sight::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: begins to cough and opens a few port holes to let fresh air in ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=~~~~FCO:  It would be good if we knew more of what was to =happen in the battle ~~~~
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Reports from the fleet are telling of heavy damage, sir.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::waits for a closer target::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=:;starts coughing a bit and wonders how can people stand such air::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::laughs:: CNS:  In this time frame, I doubt it will work fast, but it =might make you drowsy, if I recall my ancient texts right.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: sees the SO through the smoke recognizing his coughing :: SO: Mister =Yeung, Is that you?
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Water begins to slosh in through the open portholes =and soon there is a few inches of water in engineering.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::looks around the infirmary:: CMO: Sure ::walks over to the drug =cupboard notices a bottle with Ether on it:: We have some Ether, I think =that's a sedative ?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=FCO:  Understood
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CO:  I can recall that the Apache is damaged by Kamikaze attacks.  =After that, it gets hazy.~~~~
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS:  Yes it is used to put people under for surgery.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::turns to see CEO:: CEO: It's me, sir. Tell me, is that how the engine =is suppose to go?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: feels the water splash in and hurriedly goes to get them closed :: =All Engineers: Get these Port Holes Closed!
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Report comes in that a LST is floundering and =taking damage ... Apache is needed to take her in tow.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:;tries to laugh:: CMO: Sleepy just what I don't need. ::notices the =morphine:: We also have morphine for pain control.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: walks over to the SO :: SO: Yes, It is, Horrible isn't it?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=~~~~ FCO:  We'll have to try to act as the Apache's true =crew would react...  ~~~~
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::wanders through out the ship looking for a clue as to what is going =on::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS: you read my mind; I was just hoping we had the morphine.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::starts firing at a nearby fighter::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: In his turret, Max slips on a bit of grease on the =deck and falls to the floor sliding out of the turret and into the =water.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  sir, I have a course heading for the damaged vessel.  On your =order....
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::helps close port holes:: CEO: Well, it seems I'm a machinist, so I'll =be helping you out.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: SO: How much working knowledge do you have of this ship?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO:  Max!!   ::looks around::  Man overboard... Crewman:  You, get down =there and get him!!
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Crewman> ::looks at OPS stupidly and heads down with a =pole hook.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<::>
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::sighs heavily and turns his sight on a incoming fighter::  Self:  Here =we go...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=FCO:  Follow the heading you were given Commander.  Let's =get  to that ship.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Aye. Captain.  ::turns the wheel so the ship heads 20 degrees to =starboard::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::grabs phone::  *CO*:  Sir, Ch-.. lieutenant Lu is overboard...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=<Teddy> ::still in linen pursy:: CSN: get me out of here!!
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS:  And let's see, we have penicillin and sulphur drugs for =infections. ::looks up at the counselor and smiles:: CNS: I guess we are =as ready as we'll ever be!
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::wanders back on deck and looks to the horizon::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=FCO:  Hold fast, we have a man overboard!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: I have to take a look at Teddy, he may have some answers.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::thinks::  *CO*: and we need two more men up here... ::thinks the lack =of a second 20mm might have been the REAL reason the Kamikaze made it =in::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Aye, Sir! =20
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::keeps a hand on the wall to keep his balance as the ship moves =around::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CEO*:  All Stop!  Man overboard!
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CSO: Good idea ... do it....::nods to him:: Let me know what you =find.....
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::hears Teddy:: CMO: I don't suppose we could use any of the sedatives =on the bear? ::ready as we will ever be? Good question:: As long as we =remember our ABC's ::smiles::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: shouts out :: All: You heard the man! Get these engines in reverse! =:: goes to one of the levers and starts turning it the opposite way ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::sweats and looks at the OTHBS Radar::  Self:  We're sitting ducks...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks quizzically at the counselor:: CNS: ABC's?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: moves hand to his comm badge:: Self: By the emissary its not there
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::notices a gunner without an assistant gunner, takes post grabbing ammo =belt::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: heads below deck to try and find Teddy::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::awaits attack, ready to feed ammo to the gunner::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: goes to the piston control valves and starts shutting them down ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::almost smiles as a fighter completely avoids them::  Self:  Good, =good... just follow his influence and we will be cool, my Japanese Imperial friends... or enemies at =this time... but it is nothing personal ::mumbles on::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=XO: Get a second gunner up there they need the extra =manpower.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CMO: Just remembered something my grandmother always said. ::sneezes:: A =equals airway, B equals breathing and C equals circulation. ::tries to =smile::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: A dive-bomber starts to head in towards the tug.\
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: continues to cough as he works the shut down valves and works on =bringing the engine to an all stop ::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::nods:: CNS:  Sounds good to me.  Hey I wonder if the bridge crew can =use Teddy for anything?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::turns sights on the bomber::  Crew:  Set us up... as soon as he is in =range we are to take them out...  ::waits::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::gets ready for attack::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Incoming Zero!
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::holds her head:: CMO: It's so noisy?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::nod to the CO:: CO: Aye Sir. ::motions to one of the bridge crew to =head up for assistance::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::helps with the valves::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::opens fire, holding onto the gun because of the hard recoil::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS:  Let's take cover!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=*OPS* Do we have Lt. Lu onboard?...  Incoming... be =prepared to fire!
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Crewman>  ::grabs Cliff out of the water and pulls him out::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: stops the forward motion of the Apache :: *CO*: All Stop confirmed!
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::is busy and can't answer the phone right now... but if the captain =leaves a message::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: The triple-A rackets out at the plane ... the guns =jump and squirts left and right in the hands of the Apache crew, not =familiar with the weapons.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::looks at the linen pursy:: CMO: Good question? ::hesitates:: They =might be able to use him?
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Crewman> ::pulls Max out of the drink with his pole hook =and lays him out on the deck.:: All: Medic!!
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::feeds gunner ammo looks carefully at the planes::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=Self:  Damn!!  ::steadies his foot on the ground trying to get a hold of =the gun::  Self:  Focus, Rikus, focus...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS: His components might help, though I'd hate to take him away from =you like that.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS:  Have we got Mister Lu?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::watches the plane as it approaches:: FCO: Get us =underway!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks at the SO curiously :: *Bridge*: Respond!
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::looks upward:: CEO: Sounds like we're under attack...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::hears crewman:: Crewman: Coming! ::runs to Lt. Lu.
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: The gunner working with Mister Evans scores a hit =and the 'Zero' explodes in a burst of aviation fuel.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::hears the call for a medic:: CMO: do you want me to see to that? :: =reaches for a med bag::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: hears the ear shattering guns and nods ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Aye, sir!  *CEO*:  Man Recovered!  Full speed ahead!!!!
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::looks to the CO seeing the crew struggle with the guns:: CO: We might =just make it out of this alive....
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=CNS: No I got it.  You stay and guard Teddy.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: heads to sickbay thinking Teddy would be there::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::grabs phone;; *Bridge*:  Yes, the CTO is aboard... and we need a medic =up here...
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=<Gunner> Gott'em...
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::grabs her med bag::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Gunnery reports a confirmed kill, sir.=20
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: *FCO*: Full Speed ahead aye!  SO: Let's get to work! :: =returns pressure to the Pistons and starts opening the valves slowly ::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: A small vessel pulls up alongside Apache ... and a =man jumps from the dinghy to the tug as its screws speed up.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::maybe not  watches CMO leave:: CMO: guard Teddy, sure thing
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=XO:  Let's pray that it's more than might...
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=Gunner: Good job, built keep the cover fire going... ::keeps feeding =ammo::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=All:  Scratch one:  Zero... ::begins contemplating how to fire more =accurately::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: sounds the ding ding letting the ship know of it's moving ::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::walks over to linen pursy and lifts Teddy out:: Teddy: I don't think =you are going to like this idea?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::sighs relieved:: FCO:  Good work...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::turns the wheel 15 degrees port and lets the screws pump at flank =speed::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::pulls lever to forward mode::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: can feel the pistons course through his body and smoke through his =lungs ::
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Still looking for signs of illusion or they are on a holodeck::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Lieutenant> ::bursts into the wheelhouse:: CO: Captain!
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::Sits down by Lt. Lu:: CTO: Max?  Lt. Lu, can you hear me?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::puts down phone and gets track of another plane::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Enters sickbay:: CMO/CNS: Where’s Teddy?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Thank you sir, but it was the Chief Engineer that did that one...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::nods to the CO and grins wanly::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::holding Teddy:: CSO: Here Sir ::sneezes::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::looks over at the Lt. and reaches for his sidearm::=20
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Are you ill?
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Lieutenant> CO: Captain, I am Lieutenant Goodbody ... I =have new orders for you.  ::hands the paper towards her forcefully::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::turns to the newcomer:: Lieutenant:  Welcome aboard Lt?  =What's the rush?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=<Teddy> CNS: And just what do you think you're doing? ::squirms::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: Oh just a common cold Sir. ::sneezes::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: emerges from the belly of the ship and sucks in the fresh air gasping =::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::getting no response from Lu, she tries to remember what Calgary had =said:: CTO: A=3Dairway, check his airway.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=Teddy: Settle down
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Lieutenant> CO: Captain, the USS Long has been damaged by =kamikaze attack ... I'm to use the Apache and your crew to recover her =... intact if possible.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::takes the paper and reads over the orders:: Lt:  Thank =you, Lt.  ::nods curtly as she reads::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::takes hand away from his sidearm and turns the wheel so that the ship =steams 10 degrees starboard and then straight ahead at flank speed::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=:;wipes away the sweat from his forehead, getting some soot there::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: I believe that Teddy may have a clue to finding out how to get us =back.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::keeps eyes on the OTHBS Radar::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=All: B=3Dbreathing, is he breathing?  Yes but very shallowly.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::nods:: Lieutenant:: Understood Lt.  Give the heading to =our helmsman.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=<Teddy> CSO: I have no clue thank you. ::indignant::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: A second group of 'Zeros' appears low on the =horizon.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=Teddy: Behave! ::looks to CSO:: CSO: How Sir?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::looks to the sky as an aide to his gunner looking for zero's or =bombers::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  Incoming!  Full Squadron by the look of it!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=::remembers something about the USS Long, but can't seem to =grasp the memory::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::checks sensors:: CO: We've got more company Captain....
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::aims into the group::  All:  Get us ready... another group headed our =way...
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Lieutenant> FCO: Helmsman, come about to heading 190, =ahead full... ::turns back to the Captain:: CO: Do you have anyone who =can handle a long boat?
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::Notices a zero points:: Gunner:  There they are!!!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: jumps back down under the low ceiling and monitors the engines ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=Lt:  Come about to heading 190, all ahead flank, aye.
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=<Gunner>  They are toast!!!  ::points gun at incoming planes and opens =fire::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=All: Maybe turning him over will help. ::turns him on his side and he =starts gasping and sputtering.::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::spins the wheel to port further::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Well if I had a tricorder I could tell you instantly, Teddy: I need =you to run a self-diagnostic.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::as they near range, he opens up:: Japanese:  Why aren't you following =your friends example?  ::sees the original Zero and sighs::  I guess you =did...
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::watches the zero's as they approach::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=ACTION: The Zero's fire back ... the rat-a-tat of there =guns tearing into the metal of the Apache's hull.  One set of bullets =tears up the gunner’=20s mount where Evans is standing and tears through the body of the Gunner =next to him.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
=<Lieutenant>: I'm sure we have some on the crew that can..  =::looks to Kathleen::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::hears all the gun fire and shouting, I don't like this place:: CSO: =Here if he can help I'm all for it ::sneezes:: ::hands a kicking =squirming Teddy to CSO::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::continues pumping rounds into the Zeros::  CIV:  Replace that gunner!!
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<Lieutenant> ::picks up some binoculars:: CO: I hope so, =sir ... because the Apache just became part of the first wave.
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::gats mad and takes the gun opening fire yell at the fighters::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: hits the deck  hearing the sound of gunfire ::=20
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: Sir?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=~~~~CO:  If I am not mistaken, we don't rescue the ship we are to =rescue...~~~~
=20
=CIV_Evans says:
=::remembers his security training, enough to aim and fire::
=20
=Host Yeoman_Mruil says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 3>>>>>>>>>>

